Alkali

QAL have had over 50 years operating in Gladstone where
we’ve supported hundreds of thousands of jobs and
generated billions of dollars of value for the Queensland
economy. We take very seriously our commitment to the
environment, our employees and the community to ensure
employment for future generations.
Due to the nature of our refinery and its close proximity to our
community, it is unfortunate that our operations may impact
nearby residents at some point. The key areas we are targeting
improvements are in dust, noise, odour and alkali emissions.

In August 2018 we
committed to a 5 Year
Environmental Improvement Plan
to ensure reduction of our
environmental risk profile.
We will invest between
A$130-260M to
ensure improved
environmental
performance.

We are striving to continually get better at what we do and how
we respond to process challenges within our plant. Given the
limited solutions available to most of these impacts we will never
be perfect, but we will always be working on incremental changes
that will result in improvement over time. While this is evident by
the considerable reduction in our impacts over the years, we
will continue to set the bar higher to progress on reducing our
environmental impacts.

Alkali, what is it?
QAL use a series of chemical
reactions to refine bauxite to supply
alumina to the global aluminium
market. The process involves
dissolving the alumina component
of bauxite in sodium hydroxide,
an alkali commonly referred to
as caustic soda. Caustic soda is
used in many industries other than
alumina refineries, including in the
manufacture of pulp and paper,
textiles, drinking water, soaps and
detergents.

In QAL’s Digestion process, the bauxite
is ground in mills and mixed with
caustic soda to form a thick slurry. It
is then raised to a high temperature
and pressure to dissolve the alumina
content, before the bauxite solids are
removed and become the by-product
called red mud.
The remaining liquid caustic soda and
alumina solution continues to move
through various stages of the process,
before being washed and dried to
form the final white powdered product,
alumina.

Due to the very high temperatures of
the process liquor, pressures and height
of our vessels, there is a potential for
diluted alkali becoming airborne as ultrafine particles, often within steam.
Being such a fine particle with the ability
to absorb moisture from the air, the wind
can pick it up and carry it off site before
it settles.
The diluted alkali is not at a
concentration that will cause health
concerns. However, the residual caustic
soda in the particles can, over time,
have a cumulative impact by marking
metal and glass surfaces.

What is QAL doing about it?
We have completed nine significant
projects in recent years and changed
the way we do certain tasks to reduce
airborne process alkali, limiting potential
impacts caused by our operation.
We have changed our management
of high pressure tank cleaning, which
requires a diluted caustic solution to be
sprayed via a high pressure hose inside
tanks to remove product build up.
We purchased robots to enter the tank
and conduct cleaning closer to the
source, and in harder to access areas
we use concrete pumping arms to reach
the hose further into the tank. These
changes allow more of the airborne
liquid to be kept contained within the
tank compared to our previous hose-out
method.
We have also engineered solutions
wherever feasible; one recent success
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was to install covers over pipe
connections to prevent liquor becoming
airborne if a connection failed.
While these all have incremental
improvements, QAL will continue
to research the areas which have
the highest potential impact of alkali
emissions and explore solutions.
QAL has an extensive network of alkali
monitoring stations set up around the
site and at locations surrounding QAL.
This data is collected and analysed to
track the success of our projects.

As part of our 5 Year Environmental
Improvement Plan, another $8M is being
invested to continue to reduce the potential
of alkali release.
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